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Defining Unknown Peaks in
Empower®

beyontics PeakProvider 2.0 for Empower®
A smart way of analyzing unknown peaks in Empower®
beyontics PeakProvider assists in analyzing unknown peaks by accelerating
the evaluation of chromatograms with dozens of unidentified components and
making results more reliable. Transfer to external calculation programs will
belong to the past.

Analyzing unknown peaks in
Empower. Do you recognize
yourself?
When having lots of unknown peaks in your data,
difficulties might occur for defining suitable peak
tables in your processing method. Without these
entries inter-sample calculations are not possible.
Creating the best matching peak entries takes time
and might cause difficulties. A manual check for
each chromatogram within your data set against
once defined peak entries needs to be carried out
repeatedly, retention times need to be adjusted.
Getting the best matching definitions in your table
requires substantial time and effort. Just having a
few unknowns might not be a big issue, but what
about having dozens of them?

An automated solution. beyontics
PeakProvider.
The PeakProvider is a smart and easy-to-use tool
with a huge effect when lots of unknown peaks are
present in your data on which
inter-sample calculation
needs to be carried out. By
the application of a subtle
algorithm, the tool determines
identification criteria that
matches all the chromatgrams
within your data set, not just
a single chromatogram. A
unique name is assigned, by
which each component can
be identified clearly from
injection to injection. No
manual adjustment of your
retention times is required
anymore.

Easily integrated
into Empower. How
does it work?
With the PeakProvider beyontics provides a tool
that is integrated in the Empower software and is

especially useful for analyzing sample solutions
containing a high number of unknown peaks.
Additional peak names are added to the component
table of an already existing processing method in an
automated way, based on a user-defined selection of
chromatograms.

Easy to use. The PeakProvider
workflow.
Peak identification is performed automatically by
using either the absolute or relative retention time
as part of the assigned peak name. Any prefixes or
suffixes can be configured by the user.

Step 1:
Process your sample set in the usual way for
generating a result set.

Step 2:
Apply the PeakProvider on the result set and define
the kind of the desired identification for unknown
peaks.

Step3:
A new result set is reprocessed by the PeakProvider.
The applied processing method now contains peak
entries for all identified unknown peaks in the
component table.

Names for all unknown peaks are
added to the processing method.
The name contains for example the
relative retention time, that was
calculated as a mean value based on
all chromatogramms that have been
considered during calculation. Thus,
the PeakProvider makes sure, that the
same component can be discovered in
every chromatogram of the result set.

If the user has decided, that a new result set should
be created by applying the updated processing
method, all peaks in the reprocessed result set
are clearly identified by a peak name. Summary
evaluation in report tables or by custom fields are
now possible for all known and unknown peaks.

The functions of the Peakprovider at
a glance:
»»

integrated into Empower as a toolkit
application

»»

intelligent algorithm to identify unknown peaks
and assign unique peak names to the same
components by choosing either relative or
absolute retention time values

»»

automated detection of the most suitable
section width to clearly identify same
components of the operated chromatograms
and assign unique component names

»»

a naming convention for the unknown peaks
can be configured by defining prefixes or

Still not convinced? Get your free
trial version now!

suffixes
»»

flagging of components added by the tool is
possible

»»

decision whether or not flagged component
names should be removed from the component

We offer a 30 days trial version for free. Please don‘t
hesitate to contact us. For contact details, please
look below.

table prior to a new identification step
»»

beside the retention time any customized peak
field can be defined as a value, on which the
identification should be based.

»»

full support of the Empower audit trail function
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